Abstract: This paper discusses a method for performing a sensitivity analysis of parameters used in a simplified fire model for temperature estimates in the upper smoke layer during a fire. The results from the sensitivity analysis can be used when individual parameters affecting fire safety are assessed. If the variation of a single parameter is found to have a major impact on fire safety, it may be necessary to conservatively select this parameter in order to incorporate additional safety. We compare fire scenarios in rooms surrounded by lightweight as well as heavy walls in order to investigate which parameters are the most significant in each case. We apply the Sobol method, which is a quantitative method that gives the percentage of the total output variance that each parameter accounts for. The most important parameter is found to be the energy release rate that explains 92% of the uncertainty in the calculated results for the period before thermal penetration (t P ) has occurred. The analysis is also done for all combinations of two parameters in order to find the combination with the largest effect. The Sobol total for pairs had the highest value for the combination of energy release rate and area of opening, which explains 96% of the uncertainty. After thermal penetration, the energy release rate is still the most important parameter, but now only explains 49% of the variation. The second parameter is the thickness of the surface material, which explains 43%.
Introduction


Fire modeling is often done without a proper following sensitivity analysis. A lack of a sensitivity analysis, or a bad choice of input data, is often seen when fire consultants are modeling fires. It seems that the problem is partly due to a lack of knowledge on the field and an absence of supporting research about the most important parameters. This study aims to establish a better understanding of the most significant input parameters to be analyzed during a sensitivity study. We performed the analysis based on a simplified energy balance valid for pre-flashover situations.
Input data in fire-safety calculations are subject to greater or lesser uncertainties. At the same time, uncertainties appear in the applied calculation models, among other things, due to a larger or smaller number of assumptions and simplifications of reality.
The purpose of a sensitivity analysis is to identify which parameters have the most influence on the calculation results and then assess whether the values of these parameters are chosen with sufficient certainty.
The purpose is to find out how much it means for the results if you choose, for instance, an energy release rate that is twice as big as first assumed, i.e.:
where, ∆T is variation of temperature, Δz is variation of smoke layer, ΔY is variation of gas concentration and Δ Q  is variation of energy release rate. Therefore, variation or sensitivity is found respectively for temperature, smoke layer thickness and the concentration of gases caused by a variation in the maximum energy release rate [1] .
Parameters are determined in the fire-strategy report, which include fire location, growth factor, maximum energy release rate, the number of usable exits, etc., and which should be subjected to a sensitivity analysis.
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information about the fire-safety impact, but because of the uncertainty of the calculation models and input data, a sensitivity analysis should always be carried out.
The uncertainties that exist in connection with a deterministic analysis and make it important to conduct a sensitivity analysis, are, for instance, the following [1] :
 Uncertainties arising from the qualitative construction review presented in the fire-strategy report. It can, for example, be the number of people in the building and where they are located, etc.;
 Selected simplifications made for the sake of the calculation method used. It can, for instance, be the use of a two-zone model that is a simplification of a 3D situation, or a dome that has been reduced to a cube in order to fit into the model in the computer simulation;  Selected fire scenarios, including fire growth rate and maximum energy release rate. An analysis should always be performed on the effect of an altered growth rate and a modified maximum energy release rate, as well as another location. For example, it also has a major influence on the results whether a door to a stairwell is closed or open in the designed scenario, because an open door can have a great effect. In such cases, the risk of the door being open should be closely examined. In most cases, a series of simulations should be conducted on a number of fire scenarios with doors open/closed, fast and slow fire growth, greater and lesser energy release rates;
 Assumptions about the reliability of the active and passive systems. A sensitivity analysis should be carried out to assess what should be done if, for example, a sprinkler system is not working as intended. This will, for instance, determine that the system is not operational or only partially controls the fire. If separating building elements, doors and penetrations, etc., fail, the impact should also be examined;
 Evacuation conditions. Similarly, a sensitivity analysis should be performed for evacuation, where, for example, a door is blocked, or where the number of people has increased relative to what was assumed.
A measure of the sensitivity of the selected design is the difference between the results obtained by changing individual parameters.
A sensitivity analysis is usually limited to the most critical situations.
The results from a sensitivity analysis can be used when individual parameters affecting fire safety are assessed. If the variation of a single parameter is found to have a major impact on fire safety, it may be necessary to conservatively select this parameter in order to incorporate additional safety. Similarly, it may turn out that extra safety is needed if a fire safety system, e.g., a sprinkler system, turns out to be crucial for fire safety. A detailed assessment of this may take place after a risk analysis.
The result of a sensitivity analysis can tell us whether the inequality:
is still satisfied after a change in an input data parameter has taken place. t crit is the time until a critical condition arises (could be the temperature) and t evac is the total evacuation time for all people in the building. . Then how is t crit assessed against the evacuation time t evac ? It is a difficult issue as there is probably no conclusive answer. However, the level of personal safety is determined by the following inequality: t crit > t w + t rd + t g = t evac (2) where, t w is warning time, t rd is reaction and decision time, t g is flow and walking time.
But how much longer than t evac should t crit be? A safety factor (SF) can be incorporated as:
t crit > SF·t evac (3) This principle is analogue to the partial coefficient method used in statics. The safety factor is used by different countries with performance-based codes among others, such as New Zealand and Sweden. In New Zealand, SF is selected with the value of 2 for ordinary people who are able to reach safety by themselves. A greater value is recommended for the disabled and the elderly. The safety factor is used to account for the uncertainties in the calculation of both t crit and t evac . Problems with finding the way and other unforeseen events may occur that affect the evacuation time. Similarly, the calculation of the time until critical conditions can be subject to large errors, for example, caused by an inappropriate choice of models, incorrect calculation assumptions or uncertain defined values of the input data.
Another approach to the problem could be simply to look at the numerical difference between t crit and t evac .
That is to say, first and foremost, an assessment of Δt defined as: Δt = t evac -t crit (4) This value must be less than 0 in order to proceed with the calculation procedure. In other words:
Δt < 0 (5) If |Δt| is small, a risk analysis should be performed, since a small numerical value indicates that even the slightest sensitivity to an incorrectly chosen parameter may be decisive for the outcome. Therefore, a risk analysis is suitable for obtaining a clearer picture of the events that can occur during a fire scenario with a certain probability and associated impacts.
A schematic sequence for the calculation procedure of the last-described procedure is shown in Fig. 1 [1] .
Model Theory
For our sensitivity analysis, we consider a fire model for estimating the temperature of smoke gas prior to flashover. The fire has typically divided the room volume in a cold lower zone and a hot upper one. Therefore, we often use a two-zone model to describe the situation.
Energy and mass balances must be met in order to obtain correct results.
As the background for sensitivity analysis, we use a simplified energy balance, established by McCaffrey et al. [2] :
Energy
Loss Loss release through through rate openings surroundings
which can be written as:
where, Q  is energy release rate (kW), g m  is rate of gasification (kg/s), c p is the specific heat capacity (kJ/kg), T g is the gas temperature (K), T a is the ambient temperature (K) and loss q  is heat loss to surroundings (kW). Utilizing a range of fire dynamic expressions as well as experiments, and statistical correlation, McCaffrey stated the following expression for the temperature rise ΔT which is equal to (T g − T a ) in Eq. (7):
where, 
where, q  is the heat flux to surroundings, k is the thermal conductivity,  is the density and c is the specific heat capacity. Eq. (9) is an expression of energy transport per unit area (flux) to the enveloping surface.
All three sizes apply to the enveloping surface material. t is time in seconds. After a relatively long time, the situation becomes stationary. The time to steady state is achieved, obviously depends on the structure's thermal properties. In the steady state, the following expression is applied:
where,  is the thickness of the surrounding structures.
The time at which stationary heat conduction can be assumed, i.e., the thermal penetrating time t p is given by:
where, t p is the time at which 15% of the temperature rise in the fire room has reached the outer side of the enclosing structure. α = k/ρ·c is the thermal diffusivity and has the unit m 2 /s. h k is defined by McCaffrey et al.
If we have a combination of several different materials, we must emphasize according to the areas W (walls), C (ceiling) and F (floor). For example, if the walls and ceiling are made of the same material, we get the following:
where, A W,C is the area of surrounding walls and ceiling, A F is area of the floor, k W,C is the thermal conductivity of surrounding walls and ceiling, k F is the thermal conductivity of the floor, δ W,C is the thickness of the walls and ceiling, respectively, δ F is the thickness of the floor. For composite materials consisting of n layers, h k is defined as:
Thermal properties of a selected number of materials are given in Table 1 Table 1 are often used in fire physical literature. Fig. 2 shows some results obtained with the model. The figure presents a comparison between measured and calculated temperatures in the upper smoke gas layer 2.1 m above the floor. Furthermore, measured temperatures are depicted in 0.7 m and 0.2 m in height.
The method described above is valid when the temperature increase ranges between 20 °C and 600 °C.
Furthermore, it is assumed that there is a loss of heat through openings, as a quantity of flue gas flowing Height of opening through them. In large rooms, where it takes a long time before the gas leaves the room through openings, the method cannot be used with much precision. Furthermore, the fire must be fuel-controlled in order to use the method.
Discussion of Parameters
The parameters listed in Table 2 are judged to be more or less significant with respect to their impact on the outcome from the fire model. 
Statistical Simulations
The statistical simulation is done with SimLab [4] coupled with the MATLAB model of the case [5] . SimLab has standard routines for different statistical distributions and can be used to make sensitivity analysis based on different methods.
Input Parameter Variations
The input parameters were selected to investigate a typical room. It has been decided to use a uniform distribution of most of the parameters as this is a good description if we do not know the exact values. The first three parameters are the geometry-length, width and height of the room. The next two parameters are related to ventilation-height of opening and area of opening in one facade. The next four parameters are related to the surface material in the room with its thermal properties-heat conduction, heat capacity and density and thickness of the material. The values in Table 3 are for an internal wall of concrete.
The last parameter is the energy release rate which is probably the most difficult to estimate. This is given as a normal distribution with an average value of 1,500 kW and a standard deviation of 150 kW. The simulation is done for 1,800 cases. In the following, we will compare input for two types of surrounding surfaces.
We compare fire scenarios in rooms surrounded by lightweight walls as well as heavy walls in order to investigate which parameters are the most significant in each case. The two types of walls are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . Furthermore, we go to a "limit" by including pure mineral wool walls to show the conditions for an adiabatic-like situation. The parameters that we differentiate during the sensitivity analysis are mainly the energy release rate, the room geometry, thermal inertia, wall thickness and height of ventilations. We investigate the temperature's sensitivity of variation in theses parameters.
Results
In Fig. 5 , we can see that the simulation results from the 1,800 cases approximately show a normal distribution of the energy release rate.
If we look at the calculated distribution of the temperature in Fig. 6 , it will be a normal distribution approximately. That is confirmed by looking at the probability plot in Fig. 7 . Figs. 8-13 present the results regarding the temperatures sensitivity with respect to variation of energy release rate and room length for the three rooms enveloped by heavy walls, lightweight walls and mineral wool walls, respectively. The temperatures are shown after 1 min and after 18 min.
Sobol Method
The Sobol method [6] is a quantitative method that gives the percentage of the total output variance that each parameter accounts for. The method is a variance-based one to quantify the impact of uncertainties in random variables on the uncertainty in the model output. This method is more computationally expensive than the Morris method. The Sobol method for variance-based estimation is based on decomposition of the variance of a response to its variation sources. The Sobol method makes estimates of first-order sensitivity indices, higher-order indices and total indices using SimLab. The first-order term represents the partial variance in the response due to the individual effects of a random variable.
The higher-order terms show the interaction between two and more variables. The total effect relates to all direct and indirect variances from other variables. 
Sobol Analysis
The Sobol analysis calculates the percentage of output variance that each parameter accounts for. Table 4 is for the temperature in the room with heavy constructions-concrete. It will give the same result whether we calculate after 1 min or 12 min as it is the same expression. This is only the case when we are below t p . If we are above t p , then the Sobol indices will change. In that case, also, the thickness of the material is important. It is seen for the case that many parameters have very little or no effect on the result. The most important parameter is the energy release rate that can explain 92% of the uncertainty in the calculated result.
The analysis is also done for all combinations of two parameters to find the combination with the largest effect. The Sobol total for pairs for the case in Table 4 has the highest value for the combination energy release rate and area of opening. That explains 96% of the uncertainty.
A similar analysis is done for the room after 18 min in Table 5 where the energy release rate is still the most important parameter, but now only explains 49% of the variation. The second parameter is the thickness of the surface material, which explains 43%. The analysis is also done for all combinations of two parameters to find the combination with the largest effect. The Sobol total for pairs for the case in Table 5 had the highest value for the combination energy release rate and thickness of the material. That explains 88% of the uncertainty.
So, if we are going to get a more accurate prediction, we should try to get the best estimates for the energy release rate and opening area in the first phase of the fire. An incorrect estimate of the other parameters has minor effects on the results. For an improved estimate during a later phase of the fire, we also need to know the thickness of the surface material.
A similar calculation for a room with mineral wool shows that the thickness will be important much faster in the fire period. 
Conclusions
A method to do a sensitivity analysis of parameters used in a simplified fire model for temperature estimates in the upper smoke layer during a fire is discussed. Fire scenarios in rooms surrounded by lightweight walls as well as heavy walls are compared in order to investigate which parameters are the most significant. We utilize the Sobol method, which is a quantitative method that gives the percentage of total output variance which each parameter accounts for.
The energy release rate is found to be the most important parameter and can explain 92% of the uncertainty in the results for the period before thermal penetration (t P ) has occurred. The analysis is done for all combinations of two parameters as well. The Sobol total for pairs had the highest value for the combination energy release rate and area of opening. That explains 96% of the uncertainty. After thermal penetration, the energy release rate is still the most important parameter, but now only explains 49% of the variation. The second parameter is the thickness of the surface material, which explains 43%. The analysis is done for all combinations of two parameters in order to find the combination with the largest effect. The Sobol total for pairs had the highest value for the combination energy release rate and the thickness of the material, which explains 88% of the uncertainty.
The proposed method is found to be a proper way to estimate which parameters are most sensitive for the results obtained in a simplified fire model. Sensitivity analyses have also been used in other areas [7] [8] [9] .
